
End Allergies + Create a Connection is a partnership between E.A.T. and Bumble that empowers people to end 
allergies where it affects them the most: while building connections. Whether you’re seeking romance, genuine 
friendship, or keeping it strictly business, food is often the center of that first connection. Using Bumble’s existing 
profile attributes, profile picture filters and Bumble payments (Bumble coins) we can leverage real connections to 
transform Bumble into an engine for awareness, empathy, and funding.

Let’s End Allergies Together, one match at a time.

Healthy relationships are central to living a positive, productive life. Bumble has made it their responsibility to provide 
a platform to better date, meet, and network by connecting others in a respectful way. Bumble is the most popular 
dating app among millennials with over 40 million users and more than 850 million matches. 

When it comes to requests for money, millennials put a high value on personal connection. Bumble provides an 
opportunity to meet millennials where they make those connections every day. With over $100 million in in-app sales 
in 2017, a number that is expected to soon double, Bumble provides a massive platform for donations.

You might say E.A.T. and Bumble are a perfect match.

Insight

By Partnering with Bumble, E.A.T. will empower people affected by allergies, while creating a simple, social donating 
experience for donors that spreads awareness and creates empathy naturally—one match at a time.

Campaign Summary

Solution
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Meet Emma. She’s new to the dating 

scene. Using a new feature, Emma 

adds her food allergy to her profile. 

E.A.T. and Bumble are now all about 

empowering people to embrace 

allergies as part of their identity, 

rather than viewing them as baggage.

1 On Bumble, women always make the first 

move. If Emma doesn’t message Jake in 

24 hours the match is lost. Jake can 

extend his time using Bumble coins or, 

thanks to Bumble’s partnership with 

E.A.T., Jake can extend his time by 

donating to E.A.T., showing Emma just 

how much he cares.

3

It looks like Emma and Jake matched! 

Since Emma has an allergy, E.A.T. is going 

to let Jake in on some date night prep 

(allergy insights, food allergy talking 

points, etc.) that’s tailored specifically to 

Emma’s needs.

2
Not only does donating extend his time to 

notify Emma, it gives Jake a new E.A.T. profile 

filter to let all his future matches know he 

cares about ending food allergies. 

The E.A.T. filter helps raise awareness and 

provides another opportunity to crowd fund 

donations by simply tapping the E.A.T. badge.

4
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We can further increase awareness by leveraging the native Bumble ads in 
a way that speaks directly to millennials and encourages donations.

Using Bumble’s push notifications, E.A.T. is going to let Jake in on 
some date night prep (allergy insights, food allergy talking points, 
etc.) as well as ways to donate to the cause.

Bumble Native Ads

Push Notifications



Social media + Serena Williams
Known for her accomplishments on and off the court, tennis champion and Bumble 
spokesperson Serena Williams (who was recently featured in a Super Bowl spot for the brand) 
is also a well-known food allergy sufferer. Leveraging her celebrity and ties to the food-allergy 
community, Serena Williams will raise awareness of the Bumble + E.A.T. partnership through 
various social channels and her more than 10.8 million followers on Instagram.
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The Bumble app’s existing UX can readily accommodate the functionality we’re 
proposing in order to bring this partnership with E.A.T. to life. With the creation of a 

new profile form that allows for food-allergy self-identification, and leveraging 
profile-filter and extended-match donation capabilities, we can quickly and seamlessly 

integrate into the Bumble platform without any major updates to the app’s UX.

Utilizing Existing UX and App Functionality
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